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As global evolutions in insurance regulation are happening, Benoît Hugonin is
looking forward to continue to actively contribute to the development of the
European insurance regulatory and supervisory framework within the
stakeholders' group.
Benoît has established the Prudential Affairs Department within the Risk function
of SCOR, a top tier global reinsurer of the European Union. This department is in
charge of positioning the group in its global regulatory and supervisory
environment and coordinates the preparation of the company to major prudential
regulatory changes. In this perspective, SCOR has obtained the approval for
using its full group internal model as of the first day of application of Solvency 2.
Before joining SCOR in 2012, Benoît has been working at the European
Commission after having been with the banking and insurance supervisor in
France1 for a total of 8 years. In 2014, Benoît was named chair of the
International Affairs and Reinsurance Working Group of Insurance Europe, where
the European industry discusses global and local regulatory evolutions.
In these various positions, Benoît experienced that efficient and effective
supervision and regulation are best achieved when there is constructive dialogue
between industry and public authorities based on ground-field technically sound
inputs and when national short-term interests are overcome in order to achieve
more ambitious and longer-term goals.
Benoît Hugonin is a graduate of the Ecole polytechnique, ENSAE and Sciences Po
Paris. He is a member of the French Institute of Actuaries. He is married with 4
children.

1

At the Commission bancaire and at the Autorité de Contrôle des Assurances et des Mutuelles, which has
merged with the Commission bancaire into the Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel et de Résolution (ACPR)
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